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INTRODUCTION

The current presence of anti-vaccination

sentiment in certain parts of the population

around the planet is more than evident . This

phenomenon has occurred in different parts of

the world , and as expected , was present in Bosnia

and Herzegovina , Montenegro , and Serbia . From

the beginning of January to the end of June 2021 ,

the vaccination process was followed by a

moderately engaged anti-vaccination movement

on the Internet . This phenomenon is difficult to

ignore in a comprehensive analysis of the

vaccination process .

Because of this , fringe Facebook page analysis

provides a valuable framework for finding critical

narratives of vaccination opponents . What they

are based on , what messages they promote , and

what motives we can find behind them are the

answers we tried to see in the analysis of posts

produced by these types of influential Facebook

pages in the first six months of this year .

The four influential fringe pages , which we

observed in the said period , produced just over

849 posts of various kinds . As expected , a

substantial share of these posts had an anti-

vaccination tone . However , a deeper analysis of

the posts from these pages revealed additional

helpful information . Certain engaging minor

narratives are easily visible , although these pages

didn 't seem to have a clear communication

approach . In addition to the narratives about

vaccination itself , this report focuses on the

descriptions that concerned individual vaccines

and the narratives that discussed the great world

powers .



METHODOLOGY

On the following pages , you can read the

quantitative and qualitative results of the

analysis of posts of the most influential Fringe

facebook pages in Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

Montenegro , and Serbia in which specific

vaccines are mentioned , as well as terms

related to vaccination and COVID-19 in the

period from January 1 to 30 . June 2021 . We

believe that the obtained results can be a

valuable indicator of the main narratives about

the vaccination process during the peak

vaccination period in the observed region .

The methodology includes the four most

influential fringe pages on Facebook from the

three observed countries . These are the pages :

Logicno , Right to choose , Why do we say no to

vaccines? And the page in Russian M .News

World - Объективные Новости . We used 28

different tags to sort out the posts by each

post 's tone and message .

The tags included a positive or negative tone

about each specific vaccine (example : ProAZ

and AntiAZ), positive or negative sentiment

about world powers (for example , Pro-Russia

and AntiRussia), a positive or negative view

about the vaccination itself (ProVax and

AntiVax) and the relevance of the post for

research topic (important/unimportant). In the

monitored period from January to June , 849

posts mentioned some vaccines or terms

related to vaccination and COVID-19 . Over six

months , this number of Facebook posts makes

up the relevant references for qualitative and

quantitative analysis . 



Therefore , we conducted a qualitative analysis of

the content of posts in which vaccines are

mentioned in a positive , negative , and neutral tone .

The goal was to determine the dominant narratives

through which these sentiments are expressed . We

choose Critical discourse analysis (CAD) as the

primary research method for the historical-

discursive approach (IDP). Using the KDA

qualitative research method , the narratives are

contextualized in the given political circumstances ,

taking a particular historical context into account .

In IDP , it is crucial to determine how language

practices and linguistics promote and reproduce a

specific ideological view of the world through

various social institutions . Therefore , we choose a

Critical security theory as a broader theoretical

framework , most often related to the Copenhagen

School of Security Studies . The advantage of this

theory over others is its subjective and immaterial

character : the notion of security is not seen as a

reflection of material factors but as a perception of

security . 

According to the theory of securitization , a

particular phenomenon becomes a security threat

if it is presented as such by legitimate institutions

and figures through the act of speech and if the

target audience believes that it is a threat .

If a sufficient number of people build a subjective

feeling that something is a threat , that

phenomenon becomes an objective threat . Even if

the danger does not exist , people will act as if it

exists , and therefore the consequences will be the

same . In this case , we will show how vaccination is

securitized through narratives about the safety and

reliability of individual vaccines and vaccination as

such . In narratives with a positive tone , the virus is

presented as a security threat that can only be

prevented by vaccination . In contrast , in narratives

with a negative sentiment , the vaccine itself is

given as a threat and danger to public and

individual health .



SENT IMENT

The basic premise of more detailed research of the fringe pages
is to find alternative narratives, which may be related to anti-
vaccination theories or different types of propaganda that are
difficult to see in the mainstream media.

Other*

60.3%

AntiVax

35.5%

ProVax

4.2%

*Posts not related to the vaccination, neutral
news, posts that attack a particular vaccine,
but not an immunization process etc

This assumption proved to be correct through quantitative
analysis of 849 posts. As many as 35.5% of the posts
contained an anti-vaccination tone expressed in various
ways. In some, it was presented through cynicism concerning
official news that spoke positively about vaccines and
vaccinations, in others through the sharing of
misinformation, and in others through the sharing of content
from various domestic and foreign fringe sites. Also, part of
the content against vaccines was published in the form of
short video clips with Dr. Branimir Nestorović or Dr. Jovana
Stojković in the lead roles with the spread of skepticism
about vaccination.



When it comes to mentioning specific vaccines from different
manufacturers, a consistent trend is noticeable. As expected,
the posts that presented specific vaccines in a negative
sentiment dominated . Sometimes they attacked several
vaccines in the same Facebook post, and sometimes they
mentioned more of them, but pages attacked only specific
vaccines. The worst ratio of positive and negative posts was in
the case of the Pfizer vaccine, the most common target of
negative news and few positive ones. On the other hand, the
AstraZeneca vaccine had similar negative mentions as the
Pfizer vaccine but a significantly higher number of positive
ones. In the case of Pfizer, the ratio of negative to positive was 6
to 1.  In the case of AstraZeneca, the ratio was 3 to 1.

Vaccines from the manufacturers Moderna, Sinopharm, and
Sinovac also had a negative net sum, but the truth is much
smaller than the previously mentioned vaccines. The Johnson &
Johnson vaccine had a slightly positive balance but was found
in a small number of posts.

However, the only vaccine that had a convincingly positive
connotations in the fringe media was the Russian vaccine
produced by Sputnik. While other vaccines had a more or less
negative balance of tone of mention, the so-called "Russian
vaccine" had the only convincingly favorable treatment. In
terms of the number of Facebook post appearances, it was the
first behind the vaccines produced by Pfizer and AstraZeneca.



The appearance of negative mentions of various

international political subjects in correlation with

vaccination was frequent on the fringe pages . But ,

by far , fringe pages were the most critical towards

to the Western powers (the United States , the

European Union , and the United Kingdom).

Anti-Western sentiments prevailed in posts targeted

against vaccines produced in Western countries .

Anti-Chinese sentiments were also present but

somewhat less frequently than negative mentions of

Chinese vaccines .

As in the case of the Sputnik vaccine , Russia is the

only world power mentioned in a predominantly

positive context .



NARRATIVES

The first conclusion after analyzing fringe page

posts is the dominance of the anti-vaccination

narrative . However , with a few exceptions ,

opposition to vaccinations and vaccines was

essentially idiosyncratic and largely chaotic .

Pages that aggressively attacked vaccinations

in specific posts had a much more balanced

tone in other posts . They also used

contradictory arguments in various positions

(example : COVID was a dangerous virus

somewhere , and a mild virus in other posts).

The reasons for the attack on vaccines and the

vaccination process were quite heterogeneous ,

and the examples used were often incoherent

with the narratives previously used in the

indications .

However , anti-vaccination posts had the same

starting point regardless of their idiosyncratic

approach and general incoherence . The

hypothesis in these narratives was based on a

securitizing method . That approach positioned

the vaccine as a threat to human security and

the mass vaccination as an existential threat

to humans . The topos of the danger in anti-

vaccination narratives , unlike the vaccination

ones , has been transferred from virus to

vaccine .



To confirm this general antivaccination

narrative with more concrete evidence the

fringe pages used various news and content .

Unfortunately , the pages mostly did not have

consistent narratives , but we can cite certain

ones as relevant .

One of the most common negative narratives

about vaccines has defined vaccines as an

existential threat (even an ontological one) by

focusing on the alleged harmfulness of the

vaccine for children and pregnant women . The

number of posts that contained the narrative

that vaccines are harmful/responsible for

children and pregnant women 's deaths was

present on different pages at different time

intervals .

The vaccines that were defined as responsible

for the death of children and pregnant women

were , as a rule , Western vaccines , with a

particular focus on RNK vaccines such as

Pfizer and Moderna . In addition , Johnson and

Johnson or AstraZeneca vaccines were

periodically associated with these narratives

but significantly less frequently . The Facebook

pages used the news taken over from the

western fringe portals . They aggressively

commented on the official announcements

that certain manufacturers would start testing

their vaccines on children .





Another notable narrative on every page was

the pro-Russian narrative associated with the

topos of authority . This narrative implied

Russia , and President Vladimir Putin , as the

leading approving authorities on jabs and

immunization . The same Facebook pages

promoted anti-vaccine posts and pro-vaccine

posts at the same time , both in a positive tone ,

if the Moscow or the Russian president

personally presented certain theses as the

right ones . This implies that the sites that

usually promoted anti-vaccination narratives

also enabled pro-vaccination narratives if it

was the current Russian or Putin 's position .

Also , the monitored fringe portal in Russian ,

M .News World , was more neutral about the

Russian vaccine Sputnik and Vladimir Putin

than the fringe pages from the region .



Good examples are the portal Logično and the

page Right to choose , which often published

posts against vaccination , except for Russia or

Sputnik vaccine . A couple of posts used the

identical formula when it comes to the

hypothetical "Cuban vaccine ." While the portal

Logično mainly presented vaccines as unsafe

for human health , they criticized the situation

where the Sputnik vaccine was not approved

in the European Union and spoke affirmatively

about the approval of this vaccine in Hungary .

In addition to the pro-Russian and anti-

vaccination narratives aimed at linking

dangers to children and pregnant women ,

fringe sites often used mainstream media

posts that could cast doubt on vaccination .

News of alleged human deaths after

immunization , blood clot problems , or surveys

in which a significant number of citizens have

doubts about vaccination have often been

shared as an evidence that their anti-

vaccination narratives are grounded in reality .

Proponents of immunization were presented

either as part of a conspiracy against "ordinary

citizens" or as naive , while positive news about

vaccination was posted with cynical

comments .



The fringe pages were quite chaotic and

unfocused in their anti-vaccination campaign .

The Russian page of M .News from the

monitored pages had a relatively balanced

approach and the most neutral news . Other

sites had a more or less aggressive campaign

against vaccination , pandemic measures , and

specific vaccines from January to June (the

most against Western ones). Their posts used

every available anti-vaccine material , probably

wholly ad hoc , more than we can say that it is

a concentrated promotion of the same

coherent narrative . Statements of various

conspiracy theorists , Orthodox priests who are

against vaccination , and photomontage were

also used .

The most potent anti-vaccination narratives

were present on fringe sites in Serbia , while in

Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina , the

approach was somewhat more moderate .

Unlike Montenegro or Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

which reported Western anti-vax content , sites

in Serbia used domestic anti-vaccination

content more often .



CONCLUSION

An analysis of the posts of the fringe pages in

the period from January to the end of June

shows that these pages were especially active

in promoting anti-vaccination narratives . From

a quantitative point of view , the number of

posts that spoke negatively about vaccination

was significant . For every five posts about

vaccination published by these sites , two were

openly against immunization . The most

moderate in this was the Mnews portal

Facebook page , which had the most neutral

news , differed significantly from other

followed pages .

We can also say that apart from the general

narrative of vaccination as a threat to human

safety , the approach to communicating these

theses was chaotic and without a clear focus .

The pages were often contradictory from post

to post , and it seems that they put everything

that came to hand on their Facebook timeline

against the vaccination . Yet , despite the chaos ,

we can notice several relevant regularities .



The first is the intensive use of children and

pregnant women whose vaccination would be

a severe security threat . Another regularity is

the negative attitude about all vaccines ,

except for the Russian Sputnik vaccine . Pages

had the affirmative transmission of news from

Russia and about Vladimir Putin , whether the

news was in favor of the pro-vaccination or

anti-vaccination narrative with its content .

It can be established that of the four

monitored fringe pages , two are dominated by

an aggressive anti-vaccination narrative (Right

to Choose and Why We Say No), one is

dominated by a more moderate anti-

vaccination record (Logically). At the same

time , the fourth (M .News) is generally

balanced and cannot be characterized as an

anti-vaccination website .

In conclusion , we can confidently say that the

fringe pages were champions in spreading

anti-vaccine news and narratives . Still , in terms

of communication , they were rather clumsily

organized and without a coherent plan that

can be noticed , except for general opposition

to vaccines .
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